




PADMA SPA

Cocooned within mangrove forests and facing the ocean,  

Padma Spa at Plataran Menjangan instills a deep sense of calm 

and wellbeing. Follow the petals of the lotus flower and allow 

inner peace to gently unfold, as you experience a variety of  

therapeutic and beauty treatments. Each has been designed to 

balance mind, body and soul, to reignite your inner glow. 



FACILITY - 1ST FLOOR 

First floor facilities at the Padma Spa include three dedicated treatment 

rooms, each with their own toilets for convenience and comfort.  

In addition, the first floor has several balconies and therapy suites 

with large windows, to provide guests with beautiful views of their  

surroundings during treatments.



FACILITY - 2ND FLOOR 

The second floor provides lofty views and blissful spaces in which to  

relax and unwind while enjoying the natural beauty beyond  

the window. Guests can recline on a large deck, or make the most of 

two relaxation rooms. With views over the mangroves looking out 

to sea, this comforting nest is the perfect spot to contemplate and  

recuperate.



SPA IN THE JUNGLE

The Restorative Power of Nature

Uniquely, Padma takes guests beyond the four walls of  

the traditional spa environment, and into the inspiring wild places 

of West Bali National Park. Treatments and therapy can be  

enjoyed in a range of locations, where fresh air, sunshine and the 

sounds of nature add to the rejuvenation experience.

The all-natural ingredients of the Padma Spa can be transported 

along with treatment tables, equipment and specialists to 

locations overlooking the sea, or nestled deep in the forest 

where guests can enjoy the escapism and tranquility of  

nature. Combining expertise with exquisite natural surroundings, 

Spa in the Jungle is a unique experience that can only be found 

at the Padma Spa with Plataran.



YOGA IN THE JUNGLE

Inner Peace, Natural Beauty

West Bali National Park offers a landscape of wild serenity away 

from the crowds and complications of modern life. In this  

remote oasis on the northwestern tip of Bali, coastal mangrove 

forests, white sandy beaches, teak trees and ocean breezes form 

a serene backdrop for yoga classes that are truly unforgettable.

Under the tutelage of our skilled, experienced and qualified  

instructors, you will revitalize body and soul through meditative 

yoga on location. With volcanoes on the horizon, deer in the  

surrounding forest and birds singing in the trees overhead, Yoga 

in the Jungle takes you back to nature and frames your physical 

and emotional wellbeing with the bountiful beauty of the wild.



PADMA SPA SIGNATURE
For guests who desire locale-inspired experiences, the Padma 
Spa offers an exclusive selection of treatments featuring  
techniques and ingredients inspired by the distinct characteristics 
and unique heritage of the surrounding area. At Plataran 
Menjangan, this includes a variety of traditional Balinese  
therapies:

Padma Matcha Paramita - 150 minutes                          
Menjangan Prana Vitality - 120 minutes                        
Padma Astana Beauty Ritual - 180 minutes                                

MASSAGE BODY WORK
Healing modalities have been an integral part of cultures  
throughout Indonesia for many generations. Padma Spa has  
captured this essence, using ingredients for massage that are  
indigenous to the archipelago, offering a unique taste of  
a profound experience. 

Padma Marmabyangam - 60 / 90 minutes                      
Bali Nadi - 60 / 90 minutes
Baruna Dhanayati - 90 minutes

BODY SCRUBS & WRAPS
Our body treatments incorporate quality products that are natural, 
locally sourced, and proven to be effective tonics for both mind and 
body. 

Scrubs
The Sari - 45 minutes
The Samskara - 45 minutes
The Baruna - 45 minutes

Wraps
The Saucha - 45 minutes
The Surya - 45 minutes



FACIALS 
Padma Spa facials are categorized by the needs of your skin and 
available for your choosing. Based on your selection, an expert 
aesthetician will provide the utmost care using products perfectly 
formulated for results, leaving you looking and feeling your best. 

Sundara Radiance - 80 minutes
Organic Black Tea - 60 minutes
Organic White Lotus - 60 minutes

HANDS & FEET
Our salon allows you to recline in the comfort of our luxurious 
lounges, as we pamper your hands and feet. 

Perfect Hands - 60 minutes
Flawless Feet - 75 minutes



LOCATION
Plataran Menjangan Resort & Spa lies within the tranquil Eden of 
Plataran L’Harmonie – West Bali National Park; an integrated Eco- 
Development Area covering 382 hectares and with a pristine coastline 
stretching 7km. The resort is surrounded by lush forests, fringed by the 
ocean, and overlooks scenic mountain ranges. Just off the coast lies 
Menjangan Island; a popular spot for snorkeling and diving that offers 
majestic wall diving, dramatic drop-offs and some of the best coral 
reefs in Bali, just meters from the white-sand beach.

SPA ROOMS
Astana Room
The Astana Room features a single massage bed along with shower 
and toilet facilities, foot cleansing bowl and washbasin. With air  
conditioning and ambient music provided, this intimate hub is a  
relaxing and comfortable setting for ultimate relaxation.

Paramitha Room
The spacious Paramitha Room is ideally suited to couples’ massage 
treatment, featuring two massage beds for simultaneous therapy.  
With air conditioning, ambient music, shower, toilet and bathtub, this 
is a comfortable and luxurious hub for all your therapy requirements 
together.

Baruna Room
The Baruna Room is an air-conditioned and comforting space, 
where guests can enjoy the full range of Padma Spa treatments in  
peaceful surroundings. 

Prana Room
The Prana Room features one single massage bed, along with  
cleansing bowl for foot treatments and washbasin, shower and toilet 
facilities for guests’ comfort and convenience. With air conditioning, 
ambient music and the full range of Padma Spa treatments available, 
this is an inviting space in which to unwind and enjoy some irresistible 
pampering.

GENERAL FACILITIES
The Octagon Ocean Club
Dine and unwind at the resort’s main dining venue, offering a menu 
of fresh seafood, Asian-inspired dishes and international comfort food. 
Enjoy the spectacular sight of sunrise from the rooftop, or relax by the 
33-metre infinity pool with a sunken bar right along the oceanfront. 
Hours: 7am – 11pm 

Infinity Swimming Pool 
Soak up the Bali sun in the largest infinity pool in the area, located at 
The Octagon Ocean Club, where a sunken bar lets you refresh with 
cool drinks and ocean views. Visit early morning and catch the deer 
strolling through the mangroves towards the ocean. 

Plataran Private Cruises
Come aboard and sail to the island’s most spectacular diving and  
snorkeling locations, or catch some rays as you lounge on the deck of 
a private phinisi or yacht. 

FACT SHEET

PLATARAN MENJANGAN
RESORT & SPA

Address

West Bali National Park, Jl. Raya Seririt - Gilimanuk,

Gerokgak, Singaraja, Bali 81155, Indonesia

Phone   +62 361 411388 / +62 361 844 6012

Email  menjangan@plataran.com 

www.plataran.com/menjangan



HOURS OF OPERATION 
Opening Hours : 9am – 9pm
Last Booking : 7.30pm

Special Request 
Should you request for a specific therapist, we will make every effort to 
accommodate your preference. All therapists are professionally trained 
for our treatments and draping protocol.

Medical Alert 
Please alert the spa reception and your therapist if you are undergoing 
any following medical conditions or taking any form of medication: 
pregnancy, muscle or joint injuries, high blood pressure, history of  
plastic surgery or other surgery, or use of skincare medications. Please 
note that certain medical conditions could affect your choice of  
treatment. Our therapist will recommend suitable and modified  
treatments to expectant women or nursing mothers. 

Valuables 
Although it is recommended to avoid bringing valuable belongings for 
your treatment, if worn, please place them in the jewellery box provided 
at the spa. Please note that Padma Spa will not be responsible for any 
lost, stolen or misplaced items on the spa premises. 

Attire for  Treatment 
For your comfort, we will provide you a bath robe, disposable panties, 
and slippers. 

Pricing Conditions 
Pricing and treatments are subject to change at any time without any 
notice. All prices indicate starting price and exclude 21% government 

and service charges. 

Age Limitation 
Padma Spa facility and treatments are for guests 12 years of age or 
older. To respect the tranquil environment, children under 12 years old 
must be accompanied by an adult. 

Booking Time
Last treatment must be booked before 7.30 PM. We recommend you 
to make an appointment 24 hours in advance by contacting our spa 
directly.

SPA Cancellation Policy 
Should there be any changes or cancellations of the appointment, 
please call Padma Spa on extension 305, at least 4 hours prior to your 
booking time, to avoid full cancellation fee.

Walk-in Appointments 
Although welcomed, guests are encouraged to make arrangements 
in advance. All reservations must be secured with a credit card and a 
telephone number. To schedule your appointment(s), please call our 
spa desk at 0813 3804 4224 ext 305. Guests staying in the resort may 
dial extension 305 from the room.

Pre-Arrival Time 
We request you to arrive at least 10 minutes prior to your appointment. 
This will allow you time to register, enjoy a welcome drink, and relax 
before the treatment. Should your arrival be delayed, please note that 
your treatment time will be reduced accordingly in order to respect 
the booking time of the next guest. 

Spa Tranquility 
To preserve the tranquillity of our spa environment, all mobile devic-
es should be switched off within the spa premises. Padma Spa is a 
non-smoking environment.

Meals Before Treatment 
To receive the full benefits of your treatment, we recommend not to 
eat two hours prior to your appointment. 

Treatment Oils
It is highly recommended not to wear any perfume, heavy aftershave, 
or scented lotions in order to benefit the most out of our special herbs 
and oils used during the treatment. It is not necessary to take a shower 
after the treatment as all spa products used are made out of quality 
ingredients.

Room & Ambiance 
To meet your highest expectation, please let us know if we can  
adjust the room temperature, music volume or the pressure level of 
your treatment.
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